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“Moon Orchids”
Oil on Canvas
30” x 24”
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NANCY BALMERT
Ralph Waldo Emmerson observed: “Many eyes go through the meadow, but
few see the flowers in it.” Stopping to smell the roses, the “Yellow Rose of
Texas,” Nancy Balmert. visualizes the floral kingdom on canvas. Known as
“Queen of the Flowers,” Nancy Balmert calibrates a new aesthetic perspective
which reflects the sublime divinity and majesty of nature. Discovering a delicate
balance between the earth and the sky, the roots of the land and the wings
of the heavens, Nancy Balmert’s enlarged, naturetopia paintings capture the
ephemeral essence and tranquility of the floral kingdom. With nature as her
muse, Nancy Balmert’s oil on canvas oeuvre is an ode to the natural beauty of
our environment and is a sensorial journey to the terrain of the land. As she
invites us to inhale the splendor of nature and exhale its joy, her dreamtopian
reveries maintain the meditative freedom and breadth of her signature style.
Rooted in the philosophy that flowers are gift to this earth, Texas and
Washington state artist Nancy Balmert believes that every flower is a soul
blossoming in life. In order to fully transcribe nature’s ephemeral moments and
preserve its permanence. Nancy Balmert dips her paintbrush into the bounty
of the terrestrial realm and bestows her own personal interpretation of nature
Encapsulating both momentary visual impressions as well as the profound
emotional reaction that emerges through her communion with the floral realm,
she orchestrates a poetic visual present of the joie de vivre of the universe. By
offering a sensorial record of the fluidity of nature, she endeavors to capture
the fleeting moments of the beauty of nature with enlarged, oversized,
transluminescent flowers. Influenced and driven by unique creativity. Ms.
Balmert reveals an elemental and transcendent dance between atmosphere
and light as she paints with an intuitive and softly expressive brushstroke.
By portraying a compelling evocation of nature, Nancy Balmert
enchanted kingdom emphasizes the natural connection between the
heart of humankind and the forces of nature, illustrating this organic
relationship between the power and the fragile beauty of the natural
world. Revealing that nature is intensely vulnerable, and interconnected
to the actions of humans, Nancy Balmert paints an acutely perceptive
response to the natural world. Gloriously capturing the ever-changing
magnificence of the flower, she adroitly cajoles us to treasure the bounties
of nature with deft, light brushwork that depicts the drama of nature,
Renowned for her softly blended edges and magical lushness of coloration,
her sumptuous large scaled floral compositions are gifts from heaven
which externalize the universal beauty associated with nature. Nancy
Balmert’s nature oeuvre envelops the audience with their exquisitely
sumptuous up-close forms, ebullient spirit, and expert use of sensitive
light. Skillfully illuminating the incandescent compositions, she creates
a dazzling hued synesthetic phenomenon. Revealing a cornucopia of
color, her rainbow palette floats effervescently on the canvas, hypnotically
creating an atmospheric haze with her imprimatur tonalities which
result in a saturated spectrum of hues. Mesmerizing and brilliant, Nancy
Balmert’s opulent canvases illuminate an inner terrain which evanescently
resonates with an internal synthesis of experience and inward direction.
Unrivaled and unmatched in achieving global fame in the international
art world, internationally celebrated Nancy Balmert exemplifies an artforward renaissance woman with multi-faceted artistic talents. She and
her husband, Paul, travel the globe in search of the perfect flower in its

richest bloom. Also painting in Seattle, Washington as well as in Texas, the
internationalist, Nancy Balmert, has cultivated a strong reputation in the
international art world. Globally awarded for her world-renowned floral
paintings, in 2018, Ms. Balmert received numerous international awards
including: The International Prize Leonardo Da Vinci, in Florence, Italy, and
in March, the International Prize of Nations Tribute to Tiziano in Venice,
Italy. In 2018, she was awarded the International Prize Raffaello in Bologna,
Italy. Moreover, she was honored in Rome, where she received both the
International Prize Giulio Cesare and I Segnlati award. Continuing this path
of success, in 2018, the cosmopolite Nancy Balmert was honored in Bruges
with the International Biennial Prize of Flanders. Furthermore, in 2018,
inside the Litta Theater in Milano, Ms. Balmert received the International
Prize Caravaggio –a Great Master of Art International award. Highlighted
in both books: The Best Modern and Contemporary Artists 2018, as well as
in Contemporary Art Curator Magazine, she was chosen as one of the 100
Artists of the Future, and is showcased in the 2019 art book 100 Artists of the
Future. Continuing this success trajectory, in 2019, Ms. Balmert was awarded
the International Prize Botticello, at the Borghese Palace in Florence, Italy.
The accolades continue as she was crowned with the International Prize
Diego Velazquez, at the Barcelona, Spain European Museum of Modern Art.
Honored in 2019, Ms. Balmert was awarded with the 2019 International Prize
Artist of the Year, in Mantua, Italy, by nine European curators who selected
her works to be one of fifty international artists to be published in the
International Art Book, ARTISTI. Her awards also include the International
Prize Michelangelo, Brancaccio Palace, in Rome, Italy. Additionally, her
sumptuous floral paintings were exhibited in Rome, Bruges, Belgium
and Milan, Italy at the Gonzaga Museum, for Mantua Contemporary Art
Biennale Mantua, and at the Museum of Modern European Art in Barcelona.
Most recently in 2020, Nancy Balmert, the “Queen of the Flower World,” was
crowned with the International Prize Frida Kahlo in Milan, Italy. Elsewhere in
Italy, she exhibited at the International Norman Biennial, in Monreale at the
Modern and Contemporary Art Museum G. Sciortino, where she received the
International Artist of 2020 award. Highlighted as one of the 50 international
artists in The New Artbook of International Contemporary Art, which also
included a prestigious exhibition in Florence, at Palazzo Ximènes Panciatichi,
in Florence, Italy, the globalite Nancy Balmert was showcased in The Great
Encyclopedia of International Art. Nancy Balmert’s museum-caliber paintings
were recently published in. Artist 2020, Art book of International Art. and
Artist 2021- only 25 international artists chosen to be included in this coveted
book. In 2021, her elite achievements also include being showcased in
“Encyclopedia of Modern and Contemporary art, 2021-The Great Encyclopedia
of International Art - Art Universal and Encyclopedia Art Dossier 2021 Within
The Great Encyclopedia of International Art – ART UNIVERSAL Previously
awarded in 2018 and 2019, Ms. Baumert’s large scaled floral paintings were
also showcased The Best Modern and Contemporary Artist 2020 and 2021.
Prestigious International Citations continue in 2021 when she was awarded the
International Prize Dante Alighieri in March 2021, along with the International
Prize “Ambassador of Art,” in April 2021; as well as the International Prize
Raffaello & Canova 2021 and the International Prize New York City 2021.
Additionally, Ms. Balmert is a noted author, having published “Moments
of Truth: A Tour of the Other Side,” under her pen name, Nancy Jaye.N.
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“Babylon”
Digital Art Epson 9880 Print on Canvas
33 1/4” x 27 1/4”
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JOHN DROOYAN
Ansel Adams observed: “Photography, as a powerful
medium of expression and communications, offers
an infinite variety of perception, interpretation and
execution.” Optically guided by this principle, John
Drooyan’s digital abstract photography utilizes the full
spectral abilities of the lens to view life and creates new
meanings for the future. Synthesizing what he sees,
his artist’s eye splinters reality into prismatic forms as
he explores uncharted domains. With visual dialogues
that personally aspire for a universal language, John
Drooyan’s visionary digital oeuvre creates innovative
narratives, connecting his art to a personal imaginary
world. Through his lens, he filters a unique aesthetic
vision. resulting in a creative reinterpretation of
invisible dimensions of reality, These Epson 9880
archival prints on canvas are abstracted, otherworldly
vortices of forms, frozen in time and deconstructed to
reveal a snapshot of the syncopated algorithm of life.

and its profound moments. By subjectively connecting
its vital energy, John Drooyan’s abstract digital art
encapsulates the emotional power of the world, and the
moment is translated to eternity. As he transcends the
everyday, these sublime images evoke eternal visions
within the viewer’s own personal relationship with
nature, as he transcribes its colors, shapes, and rhythms.

Dramatic in composition, light, and unexpected
color, his phantasmagorical photography is a visual
puzzle, revealing hidden mysteries and submerged
narratives of human emotion. Emotional juxtapositions
of brilliant chromatic color add a theoretical layer to
his aesthetic oeuvre, triggering investigations into
the alluded symbolic imagery of his curvilinear lines.
Deft choices of colorific, fluid forms create a chromatic
sense of movement and spontaneity which unifies
the visual space and conveys a vitality of conceptual
expressionism. A master at probing the viewer
Employing the camera as a means to illustrate the to question the image, his dreamlike, imaginative
mystery of the world through a complex montage of juxtapositions transport us to hidden universes as he
flickering images and symbols, California-based John invites us to search for truths beyond his pictures.
Drooyan invites viewers on a journey across parallel
dimensions, and metaphorically alludes to the origins Traversing a diverse spectrum of photographic themes,
of time and energy. His masterful manipulation of the including figurative as well as abstract digital art, John
lens captures a unique vision forming a simulacrum Drooyan sensorial photography challenges the visual
that today’s society overlooks. A sophistication of senses. Also widely recognized as well as a photographer
form and shape reflect an incredible force of vision of people on the street, John Drooyan’s innovative
and vitality where the dance of light, color and line Diane Arbus-styled “Celebrities” series celebrates actors
combine with unexpected intersections of geometric whom he has encountered on the streets of Southern
shapes and lines to produce striking images. Like a California. Sophisticated and intriguing, the awardbeautiful poem, his digital photography reflects a winning artist has made a successful name for himself
mystery, an elusive and haunting nucleus that compels in the international art arena and has exhibited his
us to probe its depth, opening a window into another artwork in group and solo exhibitions around the world.
insight. The mystery is often in plain sight; however, Treasured in numerous public and private collections
its meaning may be obscured by the passage of time. worldwide, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud to
showcase the photographs of this contemporary star.
By connecting classic themes with the fleeting moment
of the photographic experience, John Drooyan’s
photography, featuring titles such as “Babylon,” cherish
the threads of humanity from the past as well as the
present. Successfully distilling a singular scene into
a filtered moment in time, Mr. Drooyan achieves a
delicate balance by probing an inner depth and a
dynamic power of imagery, resulting in an emotive and
aesthetically memorable scene. Capturing the magic
of the world, his reflective lens relishes life’s essence
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“Village Girl - Oksana”
Costume Sketch - “Night Before Christmas” Series, National Academic Theater of
Ukranian Drama, named after Ivan Franko. Director I. Afanasyev
Mixed Media on Paper
11 3/4” 8 3/4”
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MICHAEL GLEIZER
Anton Chekhov mused: “An artist observes, selects,
guesses, and synthesizes. An artist’s flair is sometimes
worth a scientist’s brains.” Dramatically paying homage
to the illustrious titans of Russian literature, Michael
Gleizer’s virtuosic theatrical costume designs synthesize
a modern artistic twist and shine the spotlight on the
genius works of the exemplar Russian Masters of literature
and theater such as: Gogol’s “Night Before Christmas,”
Chekhov’s “Three Sisters, Sholom Aleichem “TevyeTevel,”and Kotlyarevsky’s “Eneida.” International global artist
Michael Gleizer’s masterful theater costume sketches take
center stage and bring to life the vivid characters who are
portrayed in these tour de force Russian plays and books.

ways of the past without losing sight of the present.
As Michael Gleizer bridges the gap between the spectrum
of figurative, literature, stage design and stage costumes, a
natural reality and natural illusion is created, culminating in
an infinite spectrum of animated perception and interaction.
A visceral artistic vision transforms into a visual vortex,
inviting the viewer into a lush, timeless world that is at
once familiar and fantastical, a dreamlike utopia. Weaving
colors and figures with both allegorical symbols and
fantasy-like figures, his animated imagery becomes a visual
panorama. Channeling his creativity through otherworldly
personas which blend time and place, Michael Gleizer’s
masterful oeuvre captures the ambiance of bygone times
as he invites us to journey where fantasy flourishes. By
blending magical and emotional forms, Michael Gleizer’s
art reflects a profound visionary syntax of humanity.

Raising the curtain with panache and brio, New York based,
Ukraine born, Michael Gleizer takes a bow by celebrating
and commemorating the great classics of Russian theater
and literature. Visually responding to Shakespeare’s
declaration: “The play’s the thing,” Mr. Gleizer charismatically
champions the language of painting to recreate theatrical
costume designs showcasing the pantheon of great Russian
classics. Boasting a synergy of dramaturgical emotion and
pathos, his thespian inspired optical mixed media tableaux
fuses the duality of human beings with fictional characters,
A colorful pageantry of designs are highlighted with an
alchemy of the human spirit featuring remarkable figures
who conceptually revert between imagination and reality.
Filtered through the artist’s perceptions and emotions,
his connoisseurship of the theatrical and literary realm
explores the intersection of figurative art and color, resulting
in a dynamic spectrum of the actual and the imagined.
Harkening back to Shakespeare’s proclamation: “All the
world is a stage and we are mere players,” Michael Gleizer’s
figurative theatre costume illustrations are a back-drop
to an investigation of modernity’s response to classical
Russian literary and theatrical heritage. Whether it be
comedy or tragedy, his fantastical, mixed media oeuvre
recreates a colossal homage to the legacy of the past with
representational figurative art that is characterized by his
reinterpretation of the splendors of the great Russian
literature masters. Intermixing whimsy and wonder,
Michael Gleizer’s fantastical figurative compositions are
steeped in romantic nostalgia, recalling a simpler way of
life, as he conjures a bygone era where people lived in
the moment and moved at a slower pace. Like a vintage
poster or a sepia-tinted postcard, every costume sketch
appears intelligently staged as if the artist were sending
a message of love to someone in another country or
another era. Timeless and ethereal, he does not seek
to represent any specific moment in time, but rather
embraces a broad scope of remembered experiences.
With expressionist feelings, he blends fantasy with reality,
as his ethereal sketches encourage us to embrace the

Radiating the joie de vivre of the theatrical world, Michael
Gleizer’s splendorific transfigurations translate his passion
for theater which honors the master Russian classics.
As he breathes life into his characters, these theatrical
figurative compositions are fully imbued with imaginative
subtexts about humanity. Providing a window into a diverse
cultural and emotional universe, his dazzling panoramas
incandescently illuminate sublime emotional vistas with
passion, depth of emotion and sensitivity. In a world
of constant change and flux, Michael Gleizer’s spirited
compositions reflect hope, renewal, and regeneration.
Widely acclaimed on several continents, this global artist
has extensively exhibited in both international and national
shows and his art is prominently showcased in major public
and private collections, both in New York and abroad.
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“Liquid Sunshine #1”
Acrylic on Canvas
24” x 36”
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THERESA LEE
Post-Impressionist artist Georges-Pierre Seurat declared,
“Some say they see Poetry in my paintings. Originality
depends on the character of the drawing and the vision
peculiar to each artist.” Canadian painter Theresa Lee’s
“Liquid Sunshine” acrylic series visually manifests this
statement as she poetically expresses the boundless
expanse of our universe, transcribing the beauty of nature.
Through an exploration of organic lines, an illuminated
spectrum of opulent colors, combined with the brilliant
energies of nature’s formations, her oeuvre results in
master works that reveal the vibrant essence of nature.
Evoking a sense of spirituality and tranquility her lyrical
compositions are an intimate conversation with the terrain,
offering a renewed opportunity for a divine reflection of
the natural universe and its visual harmonies. Focusing
on vivid color and integrated texture, her incandescent
paintings shimmer with the power and beauty of nature
as it flows between realism and abstraction. Painting with
an intuitive and softly expressive brushstroke, Ms. Lee
portrays the ever-changing complexion of the landscape
with an ethereal immediacy as she maintains the meditative
freedom and breadth of nature with her signature style.
With a rainbow of colors, Ms. Lee’s layered compositions
incandescently reflect the natural wonders of the earth.
By reorienting the viewers’ perception, Asian born Theresa
Lee’s “Liquid Sunshine” vignettes visually re-define our
environment as they offer a chromatic synthesis of the
natural world. Conjuring associations of sunrises and
sunshine Ms. Lee’s compositions are a reflection of nature
as she meticulously attains a perfection of colors. Working
in acrylic on canvas, the artist employs a palette in which
tonality contrasts are subtly employed to create effects
of light, movement, and space. Creating movements and
vibrations in her canvases with unexpected hues, blocks
of color and controlled drips of acrylic paint echo the

constant evolution of nature. Exceeding human limitations
by expressing the underlying celestial cycles of the
universe, her abstract landscapes focus on the geological,
atmospheric, and meteorological phenomenon of nature.
Bathing her transluminescent landscapes in a softly muted
depth of mist and shadow, Ms. Lee shifts our vision
on a moment of serenity, revealing an elemental and
transcendent dance between atmosphere and light. Linking
her oeuvre through her design elements and materials,
symbolically expressing the interrelation of elements,
and showing that in any system, all disparate parts must
work together in order to ensue sustainable order. A
fantastic use of saturated hues ranging from sapphire
blues, soft reds, sky-kissed turquoise, and gentle violets,
all juxtapose and intermix to create cyclonic compositions
expressive of both motion and artistic freedom. The
fluidity of this organic sphere is comprised of precise,
deft brushstrokes, all coalescing to harmoniously create
a constellation of fluid form with infinite regeneration.
Painting the ever-evolving relationship of nature, her
visual language of shape, color, and dynamic motion
contribute to a reverberation transcendent of the canvas.
Yielding an organic touch in her series, Ms. Theresa Lee’s
imaginative interpretations of colors and landscapes
are an investigation into representations of what nature
means to humans. “Playing light and shadow with
spontaneity, and splitting shape and color, I can create a
sense of drama and visual excitement,” Ms. Lee explains
of her process. Born in Seoul, South Korea, the awardwinning artist Theresa Lee now works and resides in
British Columbia. Having spent more than two decades
developing a global reputation with her unique painting
style, her work is in private collections throughout
Canada, the United States, Germany, China, and Japan.
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“Nature’s Gold”
Oil, Metal and Gold Leaf on Board
20” x 16”
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JOHN PETERS
Henri Matisse conceptually observed; “There are always
flowers for those who want to see them.” Optically influenced
by Matisse’s artistic vision, John Peter’s Magic Realism
anthropomorphic, gold-leaf floral paintings re-calibrate a
new prismatic portal to the kingdom of nature. Overarching
themes of the magic of flowers reverberate with celestial
power, navigating us to perceive the enchantment of
the floral realm. Known as “The Prince of Flowers,” John
Peter’s paintbrush integrates a synthesis of sizzling color,
with gold leaf paint intermixed with texture, revealing an
effusion of deep violets and electric blues, triumphant reds
and verdant greens. As he re-appropriates memories of a
natural scene, his oil on canvas floral compositions are a
sumptuous visual counterpoint charged with an emotional
aura, chronicling a visceral approach for perceptually
understanding the grandeur of the terrestrial kingdom.
Passionately responding to the sublime majesty of nature,
Mr. Peters invites his viewers to walk down his magical artistic
path to discover his newly redefined flora realm, carefully
highlighted by thickly applied magnificent color and masterful
renderings of the lush terrain. Dominating his visual fluency
is an exploration of the relationship between nature and
the metaphysical world, with highly saturated multivalent
color planes which interweave, juxtapose, and collide into
atmospheric pools of brilliant spectral hues. Embellishing his
oil on canvas compositions with a vortex of precious gold leaf
paint, John Peters deifies the splendor and majesty of the natural
aesthetics of our world. By crowning his flowers with dazzling
gold, he allows the flowers to reflect an external aesthetic,
an exciting counterpoint to our environment, cultivating an
intimate connection and personal response to understanding
the sublimity of nature. As he heightens the awareness
of the manifold manifestations of nature’s color and light,
John Peter’s paintings, like nature, reverberate with a myriad
spectrum of colors, flowing like a running river down the canvas.
A spectral convergence of rich kaleidoscopic hues vibrate
off the canvas, creating a captivating luminescence. Diffused
with sumptuous, super- saturated gem colors, John Peters
eschews a subdued version of nature. Rather he portrays his
own chromatic, expressionistic environment as formidable
and fortissimo as the world around us. Flourishing in his
expressive flora domain, swirling anthropomorphic flowers
sway rhythmically from side to side and explode with highly

charged tones of color. Inspired by the ever-changing colors
and textures found in the nature, his chromatic palette catapults
his fluid brushstrokes to create undulating, expressionist shapes
which dance with joy. Grounded by the earth yet soaring to
the heavens, his oeuvre is an homage to the beauty of nature.
Luminous yet grand, mystical, and incandescent John Peter’s
sumptuous oeuvre is a modernist vocabulary which reflects
on the eternal and timeless character of the floral kingdom.
Intermingling his micro visual documentary of nature with
undulating contours and cascading crevices that are cleverly
constructed into three dimensional contours of flowers, his art
elicits an enticing dialogue between the spectator and the world.
Counterpoints to unearthing feelings, John Peters represents
the world around him in a multi-spectrumed form of artistic
expression, imbued with the magic energy of life and the stimuli
of creation. With bravado and brio, his artistic dialogue with the
natural world illuminates his oneness with the physical world and
communicates his ever-lasting passion with the floral kingdom.
Offering a parallax vision of nature which radiates the powerful
energy of the organic terrain, John Peter’s inner and outer
horizons of nature translate onto canvas the ephemeral
moment of our world. Amalgamating the visceral, visual
experience of nature, John Peter’s explorations of color,
perception, communicate the wonders of the flora kingdom
which is both universal and intimately subjective. As he invites
the viewer to share his window to the world, he encourages us
to have a conversation about the spirit of nature. Manifesting
a fresh perspective of the vibrancy of the topography of the
land, award-winning painter John Peters has participated
in a lifetime of immersion in the arts, culminating in an
outstanding body of work which has catapulted him into a
meaningful position in the contemporary art arena. Active
with the Detroit Institute of Art, Mr. Peters is also a wellrespected author of several art books. This masterful artist
has enjoyed numerous successful exhibitions the U.S., and
the presence of his works in prestigious collections across the
world, is affirmation of his continually expanding reputation.
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“Serenade”
Oil on Panel
29 3/4” x 24 1/4”
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DORA SAVIGNAC
“Ah! Portraiture, portraiture with the thought, the soul
of the model in it, that is what I think must come,”
stated Vincent van Gogh. Emotionally connected
to this philosophy, Philadelphia based artist Dora
Savignac’s expressive, narrative oil portraits illuminate
the invisible within the visible of her figurative subject
matter. By portraying the human silhouette, she
vividly expresses the soul of her subject with limitless
emotions, while revealing the meanings of existence
in the universality of humankind. Opening a window
to the flow of feelings, Dora Savignac’s high voltage
introspective figures communicate inner moods and
emotions as they reveal the intangible within the
tangible. Symbolically expressing the human heart
through her figures, she adroitly re-contextualizes
a parallax vision of the intricacies between the mind
and soul which radiate the powerful energy of life.
Striking and provocative, Dora Savignac’s exploration
of modernistic figurative art captures that which
underlies the immediately discernible in a subject,
accentuating emotion, and passion. Emphasizing
the primal relationship of the figure, she skillfully
juxtaposes the figure into the foreground, highlighting
the subject as the central focus of the composition.
Her intent is often to depict a feeling or an idea as
she represents the physical reality of her subject.
Significantly favoring the primacy of the viewer’s
sensorial experience and its role in everyday life, the
artist’s body of work is a visual touchpoint of the
human condition. A vortex of dynamic brushwork
melds imagination with reality, combining lived
experiences with subconscious thoughts where the
human body acts as the sole carrier symbolic of a
spiritual connection between the mind and body.
At the heart of her oeuvre is her ability to capture
the hidden emotions, unseen attitudes, and strong
personalities of her subject as she provocatively
explores subliminal thoughts while challenging

the senses of her viewers. Dora Savignac’s unique
artistic vision masterfully creates visceral dioramas
which allegorically express a thought, a concept,
an observation, or a state of the mind. Fluidly
combining figuration into expressive vignettes,
her oeuvre heralds a deeper symbolism as these
visual symbolic messages highlight a fresh and
exciting perspective to our world. By inviting
her audience to become part of the emotional
scenario, they are drawn into the kinetic energy
of the portrait. Brilliantly integrating individuality
into her subject, she captures their human spirit.
Dynamically reflecting the dichotomy between reality
and perception, Dora Savignac’s sensorial realm
encapsulates divergent visions through a dazzling
visual syntax. A gorgeous spontaneity reverberates in
her oeuvre, as each picture creates a narrative in and,
of itself, encouraging conversations of interpretation.
Ultimately, each image is an experience unto itself,
allowing the audience to step through the doorway of
the picture and enter the world of the sitter. Creating
provocative visual stories, these unique portraits
cajole viewers to consider even the most familiar
individual in a completely new and spontaneous way.
Translating onto canvas the ephemeral moment of
life, award-winning painter, Dora Savignac’s visceral
oeuvre provides a special artistic perspective into
humankind. Brilliant and inspired while interspersed
with a modern edge, her expressionistic figurative
art has received national and international
accolades. A winner of multiple awards for her
expressive artistic devotion to her subjects, her
art has been exhibited extensively and she has
been showcased in important private and public
collections, Amsterdam Whitney Gallery is proud
to shine the spotlight on this contemporary master.
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“Caste Hierarchy”
Acrylic and Collage
30” x 40”
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SWETA SHAH
Spiritually aligned with the Maya Angelou’s statement:
“How important it is for us to recognize and celebrate
our heroes and she-roes,” Sweta Shaw’s female
figurative “she-roes” offer an artistic voice as she
visually addresses the global caste system, race, and
women’s roles in society. Inspired by Isabel Wilkerson’s
book: “Caste: The Origins of our Discontents” which
reviews the global Caste System in India, America and
Nazi Germany, Ms. Shah explains that her abstracted
female silhouette “Caste” and “VP Kamala Harris” series
compels us to ponder the international caste system,
race and stereotypes which have divided the global
population. Ms. Shah states: “I was born and raised in a
dominant caste in India to become a brown immigrant
woman in the middle caste in the United States. I now
understand what it means to be racially marginalized.”
Indian born, Virginia based, cosmopolite Sweta
Shah’s abstracted female “she-roes” “Caste” series
and “VP Kamala Harris” series are acrylic and collage
on canvas, featuring provocative titles such as “First
but not Last” and “Brown Woman with Accent.”
Other socially relevant themes probe “Hierarchy”
and “Typecast,” which unravel nuanced societal
symbolism with rich, exuberant female-centric
paintings. Embodying the complexities of portraying
womanhood and her role in society, Sweta Shah’s art
is poised at the intersection of form and abstraction.
Emblazoned with a hybrid blend of organic shapes
and curved abstraction, her silhouettes metamorph
on canvas with multi-layers of paint as she pushes
the boundaries. Three-dimensional collage elements
are introduced with a head banner reading “outcast.”

abstraction, ultimately her work is personal and Ms. Shah
states: “I think of my paintings as unfinished stories....
and it is my hope that these paintings elicit diverse
interpretations.” A dark somber palette underscores
the sobriety of her message as Sweta Shaw’s oeuvre
speaks loudly and inspires us to do the same.
Biomorphic in shape, a myriad of visual manifestations
of abstracted silhouettes become a sensorial realm
of the human experience, existing outside of any
time, space, or cultural moment. Adroitly portraying
the complexities and imperfections of womanhood,
along with their beauty, vigor and strength, these
female-centric forms are now seen and now heard.
Her visual conversation vocally celebrates a lasting
conversation, inviting us to look more deeply and
listen more closely and encourage conversation
about the human experience. With a gestural burst
of color, these dream-like narrative apparitions
span a spectrum of variegated emotions, including
female strengths, weaknesses, and vulnerabilities.
Pulsating with humanity, combined with the abstract
quality of spirituality, gender is integral to her oeuvre
and is also the conduit for examining feminine
emotional vulnerabilities of existence, reflecting an
innate desire to view our experiences as humans.
Finding inspiration from the power and beauty of
the female form, Sweta Shaw provides a dynamic
artistic voice to “she-roes.” Internationally collected in
both public and private collections, her art is globally
treasured on many continents and Amsterdam Whitney
Gallery is proud to showcase this Global Art Star!

Conceptually provocative, Sweta Shah’s female figurative
storytelling oeuvre offers visual information to help us
understand women and understand the world. Imbued
with life and all its intricacies this kinetic conversation
on canvas portrays women in various states of clarity or
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JUNE 12 - SEPTEMBER 2021 EXHIBITION
AMSTERDAM WHITNEY GALLERY, located at 210 Eleventh Avenue (between 24th & 24th
Streets) - Chelsea, New York City, is proud to show in its JUNE 12- SEPTEMBER 2021
Exhibition featuring Contemporary Master Artists, whose work explores the abstract,
figurative and natural worlds, exalting the realm of the aesthetic through brilliant coloration and
dazzling form. This special “Mid-Summer Night’s Dream” exhibition, highlighted by the Gala
Champagne Reception on Saturday, June 12th, offers a magical tribute which will enchant the
senses of both art acquisitors and art aficionados alike.
With exhilarating and intoxicating joie de vivre of the natural experience. This sparkling
summer exhibition overflows with a bubbling visual champagne toast to the prismatic wonders
of the natural world as it reflects a masterful incandescent renewal of the visual realm. These
acclaimed international masters define the cultural cross-section of the modern art world and
pulsate with dynamic synergy and expressive artistic creativity. While rendering a visual lexicon
of sophisticated, eclectic and often joyful representations of the world, they shine the spotlight
on a unique, universal artistic language, creating panoramas infused with creative spirit.
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CELESTIAL LIGHTS is a prismatic portal to nature which showcases two unique masters,
whose individualistic lexicon offers a panoply of hues and masterful brushstrokes which
culminate in visually rich panoramic perceptions of nature. Dancing with radiant light and
orchestrated with luscious color, their enchanted floral tableaux luminously echo the
timelessness and beauty of our terrestrial realm. Demonstrating an unparalleled ability to capture
the essence and spirit of the natural kingdom with chromatic depictions of vistas, these lush
compositions transport the viewer to idyllic locations through vivid color palettes and tantalizing
scenarios. “Queen of the Flowers,” NANCY BALMERT’s oil on
canvas compositions calibrate a new aesthetic perspective reflecting the sublime divinity and
majesty of the floral kingdom, as she discovers a delicate balance between the earth
and the sky, the roots of the land and the wings of the heavens. Employing gold oil, metal and
gold leaf on board are the floral works of Magic Realism master, JOHN PETERS whose quest
is to portray the grandeur of the floral kingdom, anthropomorphizing the flowers’ spirit,
capturing its inner essence, and externalizing its animated glory.
ILLUMINATA of the EQUINOX expresses a shimmering parallax vision of artists who
collectively explore intriguing visual relationships within the contemporary realm. With a clever
syncopated beat and a unique artistic perspective, their masterful works are optical filters,
coalescing them together, creating a bridge between the senses and the heart, mingling art
and the universe, fusing cognitive learning and emotional intelligence. JOHN
DROOYAN’s masterful Epson 9880 archival print on canvas abstract digital photography series
are otherworldly vortices of form which are deconstructed to reveal a snapshot of the syncopated
algorithm of life, uniting a rhythmic abstract three-dimensional syntax of life. Taking center
stage are MICHAEL GLEIZER’s renowned theater costume illustrations on
paper which are inspired by the classics of tour de force Russian plays and books, such as
Chekov, Gogol, Sholom Alcheim and Kotlyarveskyand, shine the spotlight on the masters of
Russian literature. THERESA LEE’s “Liquid Sunshine” series creates chromatic acrylic on
canvas abstracted compositions which poetically express the transluminescence of nature through an
exploration of organic lines, reflecting an illuminated spectrum of opulent colors,
evoking a sense of spirituality and tranquility of nature.
ENCHANTED SOUL-STICE reflects the diverse talent of two skillful artists who offer a
tantalizing figurative perspective of the universe. By echoing the visual, they masterfully
integrate artistic vocabularies with permeated color and light, while exploring life’s journey
through a visceral iconography. Their matrix of style captures the innate complexities of the
human condition, translating the intangible into the visual realm as they transform visual
sensations info expressive portraits, offering perceptual twists while rejuvenating the optical
senses with newfound aesthetic configurations. DORA SAVIGNAC’s expressionistic portraits
illustrate a parallel world with visually rich figurative paintings which externalize sensorial
realms, synthesizing inner emotions, intersecting them into optical illustrations that are both
magical and mysterious, as they reflect the invisible within the visible, the intangible within the
tangible. SWETA SHAH’s “Caste” and “VP Kamala Harris” female-centric, acrylic and collage
on canvas series present an emotional response to the Caste system and women’s role in society.
Filtered through expressive semi abstract-figurative perceptions, she skillfully renders “she-roe”
silhouettes which embody an important visual narrative.
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